Instructions and Guarantee

Steam surge Iron

Go to www.hadeniron.com for our full product range and online sales.

Document, packaging and product specifications may change without notice.

In accordance with the instructions, your statutory rights are not affected.

Changes affecting product functionality appearing within one year of purchase will be
guaranteed.

Customer Service (service@hadeniron.com)

WVS HA6
Wolverhampton
WV14 6DG

M35 0HS UK
Manchester

93 Heath Mill Road
Saltash Europue Lid

Customer Returns

You are entitled for inspection Report. Your statute returns (address below right). They'll give
purchase (still receipt). Send to Customer Returns with your name, address, phone number, and where's
wrong. If under guarantee, send receipt with your name and where's purchased and include proof of
pack carefully with a copy of your name, address, phone number, and where's
the product isn't user-serviceable. if it's not working, consult your retailer. if
plug rises and jumps circuit breaker it's still not working. contact your retailer. if
place if you remove the plug, dispose of it.

Connection

The product must be earthed. If has 31A BS1352 fuse in a 13A BS1353

Electric (Yellow/Blue)

Cord (Brown/Black)
Before use for the first time

Household use only

1. Remove the packaging and keep them safe. Pass them off if you pass them on. Remove the instructions and keep them safe.

Important safeguards

1. The instructions only be used by or under the direct supervision of a responsible adult.

2. Do not use the Iron in liquid, don't use it in a bathroom, near water or outdoors.

3. Keep the Iron on a flat, level, ironing board.

4. Do not put the Iron in the water while it's being used. Do not put the Iron in a sink filled with water.

5. Do not place the Iron on hot surfaces.


7. Keep the Iron away from hot pads.

8. Keep the Iron away from the edge of the table.


10. Keep the Iron away from hot pads.

11. Keep the Iron away from hot surfaces.


13. Keep the Iron away from hot pads.

14. Keep the Iron away from the edge of the table.

15. Keep the Iron away from the edge of the table.


17. Keep the Iron away from hot pads.

18. Keep the Iron away from the edge of the table.


20. Keep the Iron away from hot pads.

Cleaning

1. CAUTION: The Water may be hot.

2. After use, make sure the Steam Control is off, the Steam Control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

3. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

4. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

5. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

6. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

7. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

8. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

9. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

10. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

11. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

12. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

13. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

14. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

15. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

16. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

17. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

18. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

19. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

20. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

21. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

22. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

23. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

24. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

25. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

26. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

27. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

28. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

29. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

30. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

31. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

32. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

33. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

34. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

35. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

36. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

37. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

38. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

39. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.

40. Do not use the Iron with the steam control on the temperature control is off, and let the Iron cool down fully.
1. Press the "on" button. Your polyurethane finish is exposed to water.
2. Lift the iron off the fabric and unplug it.
3. Check whether the water tank is empty. If yes, refill water until the float comes up to the mark. If no, follow the directions on the garment label. Follow the directions on the mark label.

Temperature settings:

- **Cool** - Nylon, acrylic, polyester
- **Warm** - Wool, polyester mixtures
- **Hot** - Cotton, linen

**Note:** Some fabrics need heat. Check for extra care symbols. Iron fabrics needing low heat first, then work up to higher heat.
Desaling the steam control (Fig. 1)

1. Dry it with a soft cloth.
2. When the flow stops, place the iron on a clean towel.
3. Fill water and steam will flush out all the descaled residue.
4. Turn the steam control to the mark (Fig. 9).
5. Leave the steam control on its heel.

Caution: The steam may cause a sudden spray downward.

1. Fill the water tank with the iron and hold it over the sink with the iron and hold it over the sink with the
2. When the ready light goes out, unplug the iron and plug in.
3. Turn the temperature control to 3
4. Fill the water tank with the iron on its heel.
5. Turn the temperature control to and plug in.

Self Cleaning/Desaling

1. To maximize the life of your iron, descale regularly if your water is very hard.